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BREAKING NEWS: Radiation Spreads throughout the
Northern Hemisphere
Dynamic Map

By Norwegian Institute for Air Research
Global Research, April 20, 2011
nilu.no 20 April 2011

Theme: Environment

Below is the static map based on real time tabulations of the Norwegian Institute of Air
Research pertaining to potential releases of radiation from the Fukushima plant.  

For  the  dynamic  version  of  this  map,  regional  dynamic  maps  as  well  as  technical
information click below.  Japan and North America static maps are indicated below

You will need to refresh the dynamic map  (Global Research, April 20, 2011)

http://transport.nilu.no/browser/fpv_fuku?fpp=conccol_Xe-133_;region=NH

LATEST STATIC MAP APRIL 21, COMPARE WITH PREVIOUS
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